
Goose Island Chicago brewery opens a
neighbourhood tap house in JVC

Looking to shake up Dubai’s social scene, FIVE Jumeriah Village has a new
gastropub concept.

Known for brewing world-class craft hops, Chicago born Goose Island makes its debut in Dubai

at FIVE Jumeirah Village. The new neighbourhood hangout welcomes friends and family to enjoy

one of the largest selections of hops in town amidst a relaxed atmosphere.

The venue features 14 specially curated hops on tap, including your favourite Goose Island craft

hops, priced at AED 45 per bottle and AED 55 from the tap. Craft hops are also the theme of the

cocktail menu that includes several artisan concoctions.
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The thirsty quenching beverages are complemented by a menu that includes pub grub classics

such as pizzas and burgers, alongside vegetarian and vegan options. For dessert, the Goose

chocolate mousse and jumbo ice cream cookie sandwich are not to be missed!

A lively roster of entertainment includes an indoor gaming area ideal for beating the summer

heat and features simulated golf, pool tables and large television screens with live coverage of all

major sporting �xtures. The ideal place to watch the semi-�nals and �nal of the Euros, private

screening booths are located in the centre of all the action, meaning you can pick your personal

viewing choice of sports. 
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gooseislanddxb
Goose Island Dubai

View Profile

View More on Instagram

133 likes
gooseislanddxb  

The perfect ambiance that takes your pub experience to the next level! 🍺 

Are you ready for your new local in JVC? We're talking the freshest craft beer in
town, paired with delicious homemade foodie treats and a range of live sports and
games. ⚽  

#fivejumeirahvillage #gooseisland #gooseislanddxb
view all 26 comments
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The inclusion of a barrel room means hop and juniper tastings can be arranged and the space is

also available to rent for private gatherings.

This new neighbourhood hangout is inclusive and welcoming, meaning no strict dress codes and

the permittance of shorts and �ip-�ops. There will also be a live DJ on the weekends to ensure

that all-important FIVE vibe.

“FIVE Hotels and Resorts are constantly reinventing the culinary, beverage and entertainment

experiential offers, and with that in mind we are thrilled to introduce Goose Island to Dubai! The

ultimate chill ‘meet and mingle’ hub in Dubai, this famed and award-winning tap house aims to

bring the highest quality of hops to the heart of Dubai at FIVE Jumeirah Village.”, Aloki Batra, CEO,

FIVE Hotels and Resorts.

Goose Island joins Sole Street and Trattoria by Cinque

(https://factmagazines.com/dubai/trattoria-by-cinque-�ve-jvc) at the JVC hotel and is open daily

from 4pm to 2am. 

GO: Call (0)4 455 9989 (tel:044559989) or follow @gooseislanddxb

(https://www.instagram.com/gooseislanddxb/) on Instagram for more information.
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